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We develop in this article a strong nonlinear integral and obtain a Riesz-type 
theorem (utilizing this integral) for the class of (nonlinear) Hammerstein 
operators. The integral is extended to the class &&a) of E-valued totally 
L&measurable functions and convergence theorems are studied. Then an 
exchange of information is carried out between the operators and the corre- 
sponding set functions; for example, the implication of the operator being 
compact or unconditionally summing is drawn. In the latter case it is shown 
that the representing set function is analogous to strongly bounded set functions. 
.4 vast body of literature exists for both of these concepts. 
I. INTR~DL~CTI~N 
Recently the Riesz-type representation for linear operators has been extended 
to nonlinear operators by many authors (see, for example, [4, 6-8, 14, 19, 201). 
Batt, for example (see [6]), gave an integral representation of nonlinear operators 
from C(S, E) into a Banach space F or into the scalars. Mizel and Sundaresan 
(see [20]) stated that if @ is an “additive” operator from L&S, 9, p) into a 
Banach space F satisfying regularity conditions and if (S, .@‘, CL) is a complete 
a-finite measure space, then @ can be represented by 
where q~ is a uniform p-Caratheodory function mapping E x S into F. Alb 
and de Korvin (see [4]) obtained a representation for nonlinear operators on the 
spaces L&S, 3Y, p) which bypassed the Caratheodory function q~ in favor of an 
integral defined for a vector-valued measure V, called Nemytskii measure. The 
integral representation has been studied not only for operators on functions, 
but also for operators on sets of measures (see [l], for example). 
In the linear case, an associated question is to construct integrals such that the 
Riesz-type theorem is true for a certain class of operators. Hence, the question 
of convergence theorems for these integrals is also a natural one to investigate. 
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Lewis (see [IS]) defined the integral of a scalar-valued functionf with respect to 
an X-valued measure m, where X is a locally convex space. Several convergence 
theorems were obtained and the integral was used to obtain a representation 
theorem for weakly compact operators from C(S) into X. A similar and more 
general approach was taken by de Korvin and Kunes (see [9]). Here the authors 
developed an integration theory of E-valued functions with respect to L(E, F)- 
valued measures and used the integral to represent weakly compact operators 
from C&H, E) into F satisfying the weak countably additive property. 
On the other hand nonlinear integrals were defined to represent a special 
kind of nonlinear operators on C(S, E) (see [6]) and on D(S, E) (see [4]). These 
types of operators satisfy the relation 
T(f +fi +fi> = T(f+fd i- T(f+f2) - WI, 
where fi and fa have disjoint supports. This property was called “additivity” 
by Friedman [14], and “Hammerstein property” by Batt [6]. 
A somewhat related problem may be stated as follows: If T(f) = sf dm, 
what information can be transferred from T to m and from m to T? A possible 
approach to this question is to use topologies generated by measures. An 
investigation of the relationship between properties of vector measures and 
properties of the topologies generated by them was initiated by Lewis (see [ 171). 
Recently, Alb, de Korvin, and Kunes (see [2, 31) have shown that a linear 
operator T on Lfl (1 < p < a) can b e characterized by the compactness 
properties of the topology generated by its representing measure. 
The main purpose of the present article is to follow the above motivation 
for the case of Hammerstein operators. We first define a strong nonlinear 
integral and use it so obtain a Riesz-type theorem for Hammerstein operators. 
The integral is extended and convergence theorems are studied. Also, an exchange 
of information between the operators and the corresponding set functions is 
carried out. In particular, the implication of the operator being compact or 
unconditionally summing is drawn. If the operator is unconditionally summing 
then the representing function is shown to be analogous to strongly bounded set 
functions. (See, for example, [5] f or some of the literature on the subject.) 
Our first convergence theorem is obtained for the sequence {(s) sfn dm} as 
[f,J converges in measure to a totally measurable function f (Theorem 6). In 
the case where the measure m is variationally semiregular (see [ 171) and szfm, , .) 
is countably subadditive, an Egorov-type theorem (see Lemma 7) is found. 
This result is used to prove the next convergence theorem when {fn} converges 
m-almost everywhere to a totally measurable function f (Theorem 8). Then the 
integration is estended to a larger class of functions (Theorem 10). Another mode 
of convergence, namely the asymptotic convergence in measure, is defined, and 
another convergence theorem is obtained (Proposition 9). If m is not of xemytski 
type, the weak integral with respect to m is defined and convergence theorems 
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similar to those in the preceding case are found with some additional 
conditions. 
The next part is devoted to the study of Hammerstein operators on the space 
of totally measurable functions. The integral representation of such operators is 
obtained and the a-norm of the operators is shown to be equal to the semi- 
variation (Theorem 17). From this representation a relationship between the 
operator and its representing set function is drawn (Theorem 20). If the operator 
is unconditionally summing, then its representing measure is shown to be 
strongly bounded. 
Another relationship between these two corresponding entities is carried out 
when topologies generated by vector measures are considered. The study of 
these topologies gives results similar to those in [17]. In particular we characterize 
the compactness of Hammerstein operators T. This characterization depends 
on the compactness of a certain topology on the unit ball in the dual of the range 
space of T (see Theorem 22). 
For the concepts of “unconditionally summing” and “strongly bounded” 
the reader is referred to [2, 3, 16-181, etc., whereas for work on Hammerstein 
operators some of the papers are [l, 3, 4, 668, 16, 19, 201. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
Let E and F be Banach spaces. For a function Y from E into F and for a: > 0 
let r, be the restriction of 7 to the closed ball B(0, CX) of E. We let 
II Y, II = sup{/; r(e)ll: eE WA a)>, 
Dg, = sup{/1 Y(e) - r(e’)li: e, e’ E B(0, a); e - e’ E B(0, a)}, 
for 01> 0 and 6 > 0. 
We let U(E, F) be the linear space of all functions 7 from E into F satisfying the 
following conditions. 
(i) y(O) = 0, 
(ii) I/ y, // < 00 for any 01 > 0, 
(iii) lim Dsya = 0 as 6 converges to zero for any Q( > 0. 
That is, U(E, F) is the space of all functions from E into F bounded on the 
closed balls B(0, a) and uniformly continuous on bounded sets of E. 
For each 01 > 0, the space L’JE, F) = (7,: Y E U(E, F)) is a Banach space with 
norm Y, * /I 7,II . 
We consider now finitely additive set functions from a o-algebra .a of an 
abstract set S into U(E, F). We wish to define our concept of a Scmytskii 
measure. 
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For a: > 0, we let m, be the finitely additive set function from 9’ into L/‘,(E, F) 
such that m,(B) = m(B), for all B E 9?. The semivariation of m on B, B E .@, 
is defined as 
sv(m, , B) = sup /I Zm(BJ ej 11 , 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with {Bi} pairwise disjoint 
elements in .9i? contained in B and jj ZxBiei /I < CL. Here xa is the characteristic 
function associated with A, A E 93. 
Also for 6 > 0, the &semivariation of m on B is defined as 
su6(ma , B) = sup 11 Z[m(BJ ei - m(Bi’) ei’]il , 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with {Bi’} and {Bi} E 3, 
pairwise disjoint, contained in B, (/ ZxB,e, 1: < u, (I .Zxe,,ei’ I( < 01, and 
I ZxB ei - ZxB ,ei’ 11 < 6. 
Such finitely’additive set functions are called Nemytskii measures of type 1 if 
(a) sv(m,, S) < co, and 
(b) lh+, wdm, , S) = 0 for any 01 > 0. 
All such measures we denote by N&3, U(E,F)]. (Let us note that these are 
the unnamed measures used in [6].) 
A function f from 6 into E is called a a-simple function if f = Zxeiei where 
(Bi) is a finite g-partition of S and {ei} C E. Now the (strong) integral off with 
respect to a Semytskii measure m E Nr[cu, U(E, F)] is defined as 
(s) j f dm = Zin(Ai) ei . 
Since E-valued simple functions are written uniquely, this integral is well 
defined. 
Using the &emivariation svg(m, , S) as a bound for II(s) jfD dm - (s) sf, dm 11 , 
p, 9 EN, the positive integers, one is readily able to show the following two 
propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let m E N,[GT, U(E, F)]. If (fn) is a una~ormly convergent 
sequence of &Y-simple functions oanishing outside a certain set B of 37, then the 
sequence (s) sfn dm is convergent in F. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (f,J and (g,) be two sequences of E-valued a-simple 
functions z:anishing outside a set B of g. If these sequences converge uniformly to 
the same limit, then 
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Thus we may make the following. 
DEFINITION 3. (a) A function f from S into E is said to be totally .B- 
measurable if it vanishes outside a set B E 28 and if there is a sequence (fn) of 
9Y-simple functions converging uniformly to f. The vector space of all such 
functions with the topology of uniform convergence is represented by ~&(a). 
(b) For m E N,(B, U(E, F)) the (strong) integral (s) sf dm is defined as 
(s) j f dm T= l&(s) jfn dm 
where (fn] is an arbitrary sequence of a-simple functions vanishing outside a 
certain set B E .?8 and converging uniformly to f. Also for B E .$?, the function 
fxs is @-totally measurable, and we thus define 
(4 f, f dm =c (4 jfxB dm. 
The following elementary properties of m-(strong) integrals now follow 
readily. 
PROPOSITION 4. (a) Let f E di$(~B). For B E 38 and a > II f (I, 
)~(s)~Bfd~)I<Mm,jB). 
(b) Let f, g E J&(B). If llf -g II < 6 then 
1/(S)jfdm-(s)jgdm[I~s~,,(m.,S) 
for a: 3 max{llf II , II g 11). 
(c) If f E J&(@) and A, B are disjoint sets of &@l’, then 
(~1 S,,,f dm = (s) jAf dm + (s) 1 f dm. 
(4 If f> fi > fi E A(@ are such that Ai = supp(f,) = support 
(i = 1, 2) are disjoint, then 
Considering part (b) of Proposition 4, we see that the m-(strong) integral is a 
function from .,&$Zi) into F which is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of 
&Em 
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3. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
We may develop some analog of some convergence theorems usually con- 
sidered. 
DEFINITION 5. A sequence { fJ of functions from S into E is said to converge 
in measure to a function f from S into E if for all E > 0 lim, sv(m, , E,) = 0 
for any 01 > 0 where E, = (s: /I fJs) -f(s)11 > ~1. The sequence converges 
m-almost everywhere to f if {fn) converges to f on FB = S\B for B E .% and 
sv(m, , B) = 0 for any Q: > 0. 
THEOREM 6. Let (f,J he a sequence of functions in J&(&Q such that 
supql I/ fn I! < co. If (f,J converges in measure to a function f in A&(@, then the 
sequence ((s) sfn dm) converges to (s) sf dm. 
Proof. Let Enk = {s: /I fJs) -.f(s)i~ > l/k}, where k is a given positive 
integer. Since the function (fn - f) is measurable, then Enk as well as (E,/<)’ = 
S - E,” are in .CB. One can write 
11 (4 jfn dm - (4 jf dm 1 
G 11 (‘1 jE " kfn dm 11 + I! (s) 
jE 
n 
,f dm ii + 1 (s) LESI),fn dm - (s) k 
n 
k), f dm /I . 
For 01 3 ma4if II , SUP% II fn II}, 
and 
On (En%)‘, lifn - f Ij < l/k. It follows that 
1 (‘) iE 
n 
kj,fn dm - (‘) I, 
” 
k,,f dm /I < wZ/k(ma , s). 
For n large enough, w(m, , Enk) < l/k. Then 
1 (s) jfm dm - (s) jf dm 1 < (2/k) + sv&m, , S). 
As k --f CO the right-hand side converges to 0. Hence, 
l&(s) j fn dm = (s) j f dm. 
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An analog of Egorov’s theorem may also be obtained. First we need 
DEFINITION 6. A finitely additive set function m from g into the space 
L(E,E) of all linear operators from E into F is said to be variutionaZly semi- 
regular (v.s.r.) if for any decreasing sequence (&} in 2? such that nB, = @ 
one has lim, fi(B,) = 0 when f is the semivariation of m in the sense of [16]. 
For such variationally semiregular m with its sv(m, , .) countably additive one 
has 
LEMMA 7 (Egorov). Assume m is v.s.r. and sv(m, , .) is countably &additive 
Let (fJ be a sequence of measurable functions converging m-a.e. to a measurable 
function f. For every E > 0, there is a set B E 9? such that sv(m, , B) < E and 
fn --f f uniformly on S - B. 
Proof. First assume that fn(s) -f(S) for all SE S. Define 
Bn” = ij 6: IIf -.fbll b WI. 
i=n 
For a fixed k, the sequence (B,7~)~xI is decreasing and it is easy to show that 
n,“_, B,” = O. Since m is v.s.r., then lim,,,, sa(m, , B,n7G) = 0. Thus, given 
E > 0, there exists n(k) such that 
sv(m, , B&) < 42’. 
Let B L- ur=‘=, Brick) . Since sv(m, , .) is countably subadditive, then 
sv(m, , B) -<, f sv(m, , Bi(,,) < E. 
k-1 
Now, 
= ,r-! {s: // fi(s) - f(s)11 < l/k for all i 3 n(k)}. 
Given 6 > 0, there is k such that l/k < 6. If s E (S - B), then 
IIfiN -f(s)li < 6 
for all i > n(k). This shows that fn + f uniformly on S - B. 
Note that B,“’ E 99 since fi -f is measurable. So, B E .%?. 
Consider now the case where f,, ---f f m-almost everywhere. Let LV E &’ be such 
that sz’(m, , N) = 0 for all OL > 0 and f*(s) + f(s) for s E (S - N). Define 
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g, = fnxs-N and g = fxs-N . The sequence (g.,J converges to g and g,m -g is 
measurable. Given E > 0, there exists B’ E 33 such that so(m, , R’) < c and 
g,,& +g uniformly on S - B’. For B = N u B', 
sv(m, , B) < so(m, , IV) + sv(m, , B’) < E. 
On S -- B 
fn(s) = g,(s) -g(s) = f (s) 
uniformly. 
Kow when the sequence {f,J converges m-almost everywhere to a totally 
measurable function f, we have the convergence of the m-strong integrals. 
THEOREM 8. Assume m is v.s.r. and sv(m, , ,) is countably subadditive for any 
o( > 0. Let ( fn) be a sequence in J@~($) such that (fJ converges m-a.e. to a function 
.f E.k$(S?). Then the sequence ((s) sfil dm) converges to (s) ff dm. 
Proof. For any E > 0 there is a set B E .g such that sv(m, , B) < E andf, + f 
uniformly on S - B (Lemma 7). One can write 
!~(s) [fndm- (4 J’fdm/! 
< /i (4 jBfn dm Ii + I/ (4 j,f dm 1~ -t i~ (s) jk,fm dm - (s) jSd, f dm /I . 
It is clear that 
and 
Take 01 > II f 11 . Since fnxspa converges uniformly to fp-e , then 11 fnxS-B I/ < a 
for n large enough. Thus, for such n, 
iI (4 jSpBfll dm - (s) J^,-,f fzm i’ Ii 
-< stjls(m, , S), 
where 6 = 1; fnxSps - fxS-e II . It follows that 
!I (S) jfrz dm - (s) jf ‘m 1~ < 2~ -t svzs(m, , 5’). 
Since f&s-o +ffxs-s uniformly, then 6 + 0 as n + a3. Consequently, 
szh&rnn, S)-+O as n+ cc. 
409/61/1-6 
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Therefore, 
;iz /I (s) J’f,b dm - (s) j. f dm ,/ < 25 for any E > 0. 
This shows that lim,_, II(s) J’f, dm - (s) ff dm Ii = 0. 
Before extending our integration theory to a larger class of functions we first 
need to discuss another type of convergence. 
DEFINITION 8. A sequence (f,J of functions from S into E is said to con- 
verge asymptotically in measure (with respect to m) to a function f if, for any 
E 3 0, 4mllfnli , E,) converges to 0 as n, k + CO (E, == {s: /I fk(s) ~- f(s)11 > G)). 
Let us note that if ( fn} converges to f in measure and supfi !I fn II < w then {ff 
converges asymptotically in measure. 
\Vhat conditions on a sequence {fn] of functions in J&(g) will guarantee that 
{(s) sfn} is a Cauchy sequence? 
PROPOSITION 9. (a) Let (fn) be a sequence of functions in AY~(SYB) such that 
(i) supn I/ f7& /’ < cc‘ and 
(ii) (fgl) converges asymptotically in measure (with respect to m) to a 
measurable function f. 
Then ((s) j fn dm) is a Cuuchy sequence 
(b) Let (f,J be a sequence of functions in A&B) such that 
(i) svsh,,ij j S) converges to 0 as n - co and 6 + 0 and 
(ii) (fn) converges asymptotically in measure (with respect to m) to a 
measurable function f. 
Then ((s) j-fn dm) is a Cauchy sequence. 
Proof. (a) For a given positive integer k, let 
-En = {s: llfn(s> -f(s)11 3 I/& 
For any positive integers p and q, 
where Ep4. = Efl u E, and EL, = S - E,, . Since sv(m, , .) is subadditive on 9? 
and fn -+ f asymptotically in measure, then su(m!,,i,; , E,,) (i = p, q) converges 
to 0 as p, q + co. It follows that 
J$& (4 .,,,fi dm = 0 (i = P, 9). 
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On Ek, llfi -fll -C l/k; thus, ilf, -f, 11 < 2/k. For cx > supnllf 1; n, > 
This shows that the left-hand side can be made as small as desired. Hence, 
‘I(S) .ff, dm - (4 .ffq dm II converges to 0 as p, q + co. 
(b) Using the same notations as above, one can show the inequality 
ii (4 Jfn dm - (4 /fq dm 11 G 4w;; , -44 + +w,tl , E,,) + whfn~l , 9, 
where 6 = 4/k and ii.fn /I = rnax{llfv /I, iif,*l}. A limit argument shows that 
lim 3),o-.7 i!(s) Jfn dm ~ (s) jf, dm II = 0. 
THEOREM 10. Assume m is vxr. and sv(m, , -) is countably subadditive for any 
a > 0. Let (fn) be a sequence of functions in &$(8) such that 
(i) sup ~/ frL 11 < in and 
(ii) (f,J converges m-a.e. to a measurable function f: S -+ E. 
Then (s) J-f% dm is a Cauchy sequence and its limit depends only on f. 
\Ve now may extend our class of integrable functions. 
DEFINITION 11. Assume m is v.s.r. and sc(m, , .) is countably subadditive 
for any cy > 0. A measurable function .f: S-F E is said to be m-(strongly) 
integrable if there exists a sequence (f,J in &C&B) such that 
(i) sup i~f,z 1; < co and 
(ii) (.f,) converges m-a.e. to j. 
The (strong) integral qf f with respect to m is defined by 
(4 j" .f dm = ;$I j fn dm. 
In the proof of our next (main) theorem we need the following ideas. 
DEFINITION 12. Let Q, be the additive set functions m from 97 into U(E, F) 
such that sv(m, , S) < co. For each y* EF *, the dual of F, the function m,,, from 
39 into U(E, C), for C the scalars defined by 
m,,(B) e == (m(B) e, y*j, BEG’, eEE. 
One readily shows the following lemma and its corollaries. 
LEMMA 13. For any subset A C S a > 0, 6 > 0, one has 
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(a) su(m, , A) = sup(sv(m,,, , A): y* EE;*>, 
(b) szl&z, , A) = sup{sz+z,~, , L4): y” EF~*}, 
where F,* is the unit ball of F”. 
COROLLARY. (a) For any subset A of S and any 01 > 0, 
sv(m, ) A) < sup Z)(my*, , A). 
!/*Eo* 
(b) If m is o.s.Y., then mu* is v.s.r. for anyy* EF*. 
THEOREM 13. Assume E is separable, m is v.s.r., sv(m, , .) and SV(IIZ~., , .) 
are countably subadditive for any 01 > 0 and any y * E F”. If f a bounded measurable 
function, then f is m-(s) integrable and f = g + h, where g is bounded and m-(s) 
integrable and h is m-(s) integrable and assumes at most countably many values in E, 
say h = XT=, XAiei with Ai disjoint sets in %. Furthermore, (s) Sh dm = 
xy=, m(A,) ei . In addition, if fcr any subseries Zm(&J eRk and all y* t F* the 
convwmce of J?m(A,J eTLk ,Y *> implies the weak convergence of zin(A,,,k) e,,,; , 
then the series Cy=‘=, m(Aj) ei is unconditionally convergent. 
Proof. Let (c+J be a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers such that 
CT=“=, o;, < a; for each II, there is a sequence (sin)& in S such that f(S) C 
(JF=i B(f (SF); an), where B(f (sin); a,) is the open ball of center f (ST) and radius 
01, (see [12, p. 12, Lindelof’s theorem]). Let A? = {s: IIf(s) -f(si’“)li ( or,)- and 
let EiTL == Ain - nil: Al:. Definef, = ~~=, f (ST) xEin . Then, i/f (3) - fJs)il < 
OL, on S. It follows that fn ----f  uniformly. Therefore, the sequence /I fn I/ is 
bounded. It is easy to verify that the functions f --- f(siYh) are measurable. Hence, 
Bin and f?,” are in 98. 
Let fiLli x Z,"-lf(s?)xE,vl Thus, lifnk I/ ~4 llfil I/ . Hence, supk,, ~if,~,~ 18 < z. 
The sequence (fn,J& of g-simple functions converges pointwise to $,z Con- 
sequently, the double sequence &) converges pointwise to f. It follows from 
Theorem 10 that f is m-(s) integrable. 
Define g(s) := rz==, [fn(s) - fnml(s)]. Let ei = f(sil) and Ai = Et. Then, 
f = g + h, where h = fi = ~~=, xA,ei with A, disjoint in 59. Note that 11 g(s)11 -g 
Cz=:=, Ii fJs) ---- fnpl(s)ll < 2 ~~=, 01, < a. So, g is bounded. Let g,, == 
xz==, (,fn - fnel) = f,, -.fr and gnk q = fpk -fik . The function g, is pointwise 
limit of the sequence (ggk)zzi of g-simple functions. Furthermore, 1’ gPI. 11 < 
I!fi,rc II + !'.,h 'I < llf,, 1' A Il.fi 'I . Therefore, SUP~,~~ II R?,~ II < co. Also, 
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It follows that g, -+g uniform1 J’. The double sequence (gnr) converges to g. 
By Theorem 10, g is m-(s) integrable. 
The bounded function h is pointwise limit of the sequence lz, = xF=r xa,ei 
and supn Ii h, /I < CD. So, h is m-(s) integrable and (s) J’h dm = lim&s) J-h, dm 
= I,“=, nz(Ai) ei . 
By the corollary of Lemma 13, the set function m, is v.s.r. for any y* EF*. 
The following conditions are obtained: 
(i) m,. is v.s.r. and SZ)(W+~ , .) is countably subadditive for any (y. > 0 
and any y* EF*; 
(ii) supn jj h, II < co; 
(iii) h, -> h. 
Then 12 is m,,-(s) integrable by Theorem 10. For any A E g, the function 
hxa is mUn,-(s) integrable and (s) j hxzxA dm,* = lim+Js) jA h, dm,, = 
lim,_, xy=, m&A1 f-7 A) ei . It follows that the series z,“=, mu& CJ A) e, is 
convergent for any A E 99. Consider an arbitrary subseries Zm(Ank) en, and let 
.4 = nT=“=, Ank . Since the sets Ai are disjoint, then (Ai n A) = Ank if i = nE 
and(A,nA)- D ifi+n,.So, 
C 04%J en*, y*) = f (m(A, n A) ei ,y*) = f m&A, n A) ei . 
i=l i=l 
By hypothesis, the series xm(&J ens converges weakly. By the Orlicz-Pettis 
theorem, the series Zm(AJ ei is unconditionally convergent. 
5. HAMMERSTEIN OPERATORS ON J%‘~(L~?) 
Let T be a function from a space of functions s into F (for example, 
9 = J&(a)). For 01> 0 and 6 > 0 we put 
and 
II T//n = sup{/1 T(f)ll:f~ B(O> a)>, 
&T, = sup Ii .W’Yx,& - T(xA,,ei’)ll! 
where the supremum is taken over all such finite sums with (Ai} and {A<‘) 
partitions of S from g, {e,} and {e,‘> elements of E, 2Yxa,ei and ,Zxai,ei’ both in 
WA a), and (zx,+ei - ~xAi4 E W, 6). 
In the preceding definitions, B(0, Y) denotes the set of functions f E &&(a) 
such that iifll < r. 
DEFINITION 14. A continuous function T: s -+ F is said to be a Hammerstein 
oferator if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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(i) T(0) = 0, 
(ii) ii T]l, < C0, for any 01 > 0, 
(iii) lim s-o DJ, = 0, 
(3 T(f -t fi + fi) = T(f +fd + T(f 4-h) - T(f), for all f, fi and fi 
in .F such that fr and f. have disjoint supports. 
Remark 15. Condition (ii) implies that T is bounded on B(0, CX). Condition 
(iii) implies that T is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of 3. Usually 
an operator which satisfies (i) and (iv) is called a Hammerstein operator. In this 
setting the term Hammerstein operator refers to a function satisfying (i) to (iv). 
The colZe&n of the Hammerstein operators from 23 into F is denoted by 
HP(S-, F). 
Suppose the set function m is not of Nemytskii type. We may define a weak 
integral with respect to m and obtain convergence theorems. In particular, m 
denotes a finitely additive set function from 98 into lJ(E, F). Suppose that for 
any y* E F*, myr is a Nemytskii measure. This does not imply that m is 
Nemytskii. In this case, one may define the weak integrability of totally measur- 
able functions with respect to m. 
DEFINITION 15. A totally g-measurable function f: S---f E is said to be 
m-weakly integrable if there exists an element y E F such that 
(~~~*)=(s)Sfdm,*, for ally* E F*. 
y is called the weak integral off with respect to m, and denoted by 
Y = (4 jf dm. 
Remark 16. If m is a Nemytskii measure, then m,, is also a Nemytskii 
measure. In this case, any totally g-measurable functionfis m-weakly integrable 
and 
(w) sjdrn = (s) j f dm. 
THEOREM 17. There is an algebraic isomorphism T t--t m between HP@&(%), F) 
and N&S?, U(E, F)] given by 
T(f) = (4 j f dm, forf E A(g). 
If T and m are in correspondence, then for any LY >, 0 and 6 > 0, 
Ij T /Ia = sv(m, , S), 
D,T, = sz&z, , S). 
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Moreover, the adjoint T* of T maps F” into HP(J&‘~(@)) so that for any 
y* E F*, 
(T*Y*) f = (s) if dm,* , forf E A(g). 
Proof. Let m E N,[9, lJ(E, F)]. To m associate T: &@) + F by the formula 
I = (s) j f dm, fE dE(.%). 
It is easy to see that this correspondence is an injection. T has the following 
properties: 
(i) T(0) = (s) JO dm = 0. 
(ii) ~1 T lja. == sup{l~(s) Jfdm iI: ~ f~l G: CX}; since I,(s) sf dm i! < sv(m, , S) 
for 11 f 1: &Z 01, then 1; T j!a :< sc(m, , S) < rx). 
(iii) D,T, = sup 11 Z[T(XAcei) - T(Xa,,ei’)]jl , where {ill} and {A,‘} are 
finite ~-partitions of S, /j XxA,ei I! < 01, I( Zxnt~e,’ !/ < 01 and j[ ZxAzei - ,Exa,,ej’ 1’ 
< 6. Then, 
DJ, =-= sup ~~ f [(s) 1 (xA,4 dm - (s) J^ (x,i,ei') dm] !, 
7: sup j/ Z[m(Ai) ei - m(&‘) ei’]l~ 
= sv& v S) 
Hence, lim,,, D,T, =: 0. 
(iv) The equality T(f -i- fi + f2) = T(f + fJ + T(f + &) - T(f) (for 
f, fi , fi in J&~(B) with supp(f,) n supp(f,) = r~) follows from Proposition 4(d). 
Hence, T is a Hammerstein operator. 
Now, let T E HP(J&‘~(~Y), F). For every B E ~27 and every e E B, put 
m(B) e = T(x*e). 
For a fixed B 5.27, m(B) is a mapping from E into F satisfying the following 
properties: 
(9 m(B) 0 = T(0) = 0, 
(ii) Ii m(B)l~. =: sup{II m(B) e 11: e E B(0, CS)} < 11 T :IcI < co, 
(iii) D,m(B), = sup{I! m(B) e - m(B) e’ 11: e, e’ E B(0, a); e - e’ E B(0, 6)) 
= sup II T(xee) - T(,yne’)ll < D,T, 
Thus, lim,,, Dam(B), = 0. 
This proves that m is a set function from g into U(E, F). 
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For any disjoint sets A and B in 2? and any e E E, 
m(A u B) e = T(xAuBe) = T(xae i- x+) 
= T(Xae) -1 T(xee) = m(A) e 7 m(B) e 
=-= (m(A) + m(B)) e. 
Hence, m(A u B) = m(A) + m(B), i.e., nz is additive. 
Also. 
W(m, , S) =-1 sup{;! X77z(Ai) ei 11: (A0 finite partition of S; // fxA,ei /I < a} 
= sup ,j T(.ZxA,ei)li < j/ T iiR < 00. 
Furthermore, 
SQ(m, , S) = sup{I/ Z[m(&) ei - m(Ai’) ei’]il: (A<), {A,‘} finite partitions of S; 
I 1~ ExAiei 11 K o(, ExAi,ei’ !I %l a; /I ZxA,ei - ZxAifei’ // < S} 
= D,T,. 
Then, lim,_,, SW&~, , S) = 0. 
Hence, m is a Xemytskii measure of type 1. 
Finally, for f~ ,&‘&B) there exists a sequence (fn) of simple functions con- 
verging uniformly to f: 
(s) sfn dm = Em(&) ei = T(fn). 
As n - co, the sequence ((s) Jfn dm) converges to (s) jf dm. Since T is continu- 
ous, then T(fn) + T(f). It follows that T(f) = (s) jf dm. 
The above argument shows that the correspondence m + T defined at the 
beginning of the proof is a bijection. It is easy to show that this bijection is an 
isomorphism. 
In the preceding proof it is also shown that if T and m are in correspondence, 
then 
and 
D,T, = svg(m, , S). 
Now, let T* be the adjoint of T. It mapsF* into HP(.LZ,‘,(a)). For any y* EF* 
and any f E .AE(~), 
(T*y*)f == (T(f), y*) = ((4 s-f dm-v*). 
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In the case where nz is a Nemytskii measure, every f EJ%$(~) is m-weakly 
integrable and (w) J-f dm = (s) Jf dm (Remark 16). So, 
((4 jf hP) = ((WI Jfhy*) = (4 jf dm,*. 
This ends the proof. 
The next two theorems give some relations between a Hammerstein operator 
and its representing measure. 
DEFINITION 18. An operator T: AL(B) +F is said to be unconditionally 
summing if Cz==, i( fn , L’>l < 00 for every U E &!&%‘)* implies that Cl, T(fJ 
is unconditionally convergent. 
Let us recall that in a Banach space X, a series ~~=, xi is said to be uncon- 
ditionally convergent if for every permutation p of the integers, the series 
xy’t x~(~) converges to the same element. 
DEFINITION 19. A finitely additive set function m from 28 into U(E, F) is 
said to be strongly bounded if lim,_, mJ&) = 0 for every sequence (A,) of 
disjoint sets in 28 and every 01 > 0. 
THEOREM 20. Let T E HP(.A$(B), F) and let m be its representing measure. 
If T is unconditionally summing, then m is strongly bounded. 
Proof. Let (A,) be a sequence of disjoint sets in ?$ and let U EJ&(?$)*. 
Then U corresponds to a finitely additive set function ma: B - E* with finite 
variation such that 
U(f) = jf dmo 7 for f E di$(L?i9) 
(see [16, p. 147, Corollary 11). Thus, for any sequence (e,) in E, 
Since the variation of ma is finite, then Cz=‘=, I(xA,en , Ujl < co when 11 e, II < 01. 
So, for any sequence (e,) in E such that jl e, 11 < (Y, the series Cz==, m(&) e, = 
xz=, T(Xa,e,) is unconditionally convergent. Suppose m,(A,) does not converge 
to 0 in the a-norm. Then there exists E > 0 such that 11 m,(A,)ll > E for all n. 
For any increasing sequence (nJ of positive integers, 11 rn,(&Jjl > E for any k, 
i.e., sup{/1 m,(&J e I/: I/ e I/ < a} > E. So, there exists en, with // enh /I < 01 such 
that II m&&J enk Ii > E. Consider a sequence (e,) in the ball B(0, a) of E con- 
taining (e,*) as a subsequence. The series zz=, ma(&) e, is unconditionally 
convergent but the subseries Zm,(A,J en, does not converge. This is a contra- 
diction. 
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THEOREM 21. Let T E HP(&Z&%), F) let m be its representing measure. If m 
is strongly bounded, then T maps the balls B, = {f: 11 f 11 < a} into sets {Zciei>-, 
where ci E C, and C, is a compact subset of lJ,(E, F) in the weak topology. 
Proof. If m is strongly bounded, then for each 01 > 0 there exists a non- 
negative finite leasure A, such that m, is &-continuous. It follows that m, has a 
relatively compact range in the weak topology. For a simple function ZXAiei 
in B,, 
T(.ZxAie,) ~-- Zin,(A,) e, . (1) 
If f E B, , then there exists a sequence (fJ o simple functions in B, converging f 
uniformly to f. Since T is continuous, then T(f,J converges to T(f). T(fJ is of 
the form (l), i.e. 
T(fJ = J&e, I 
where ci = m,(A,) E C:, and C, is weakly compact in U&E, F). It follows that 
T(B,) is contained in the closure of the set (Zc:eJ. 
Remark 22. For operators on AE(B), “strong additivity property” 
T(f 7-f, + fz) r= T(f +m fi) + T(f +- A) ~ T(f) (1) 
is equivalent to “additivity property” 
T(f, i-f,) = T(fJ -!- T(ft) (2) 
(where fi andf, have disjoint supports). In fact, it is easy to see that (1) implies (2) 
(takef = 0 in (1)). Now suppose (2) holds. Let A be the support offr . The sets 
-4 and A’ = S - A are in 97’; consequently, (f + fi + fi) xa and (f + fr + fi) xyl’ 
are totally measurable functions with disjoint supports. So, 
T(f + fi + fi) =-: T[(f i- f, t fd XAI + T[(f -!- fi -!- fi) x.4,1 
= T[(f + fi) x/J t TKf + fz) xA,l + T(f) -- T(f). 
Since fxA and fxA’ are totally measurable functions with disjoint supports and 
their sum is f, then 
T(f) = T(fxr4 -i- T(fx/c) 
= TKf ‘fd xA1 t- TKf +fi) ~~31. 
It follows that 
T(f +fi + 52) =- T[(f +fi) xnl -t TNf -t fz) x/cl -‘- TNf + fi) xn,l 
L TKf +&A) XAI - T(f) 
-= T(f + fi) +~ T(f -j-J2) ~ T(f). 
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6. TOPOLOGIES GENERATED BY VECTOR MEASURES 
We now discover relationships between Hammerstein operators and their 
representing set functions using topologies generated by appropriate vector 
measures. 
For 772 E J2, , let 
where B E .@ and y* E F*. 
In [3], the following result for the linear case is shown. We now extend it to 
the nonlinear case. 
PROPOSITION 20. (a) Let m: 97 -+ U(E, F) be such that v(m, , .) is finite. If 
(a*, 7, ) is compact for any 01 > 0, then the following are equivalent: 
,t; 
777 is v.s.Y., 
nzyea is countably additive for any y* E u* and any ti > 0, 
(iii) m, is countably additive for any 01 > 0. 
(b) Let IKrti be the linear span of UAE9 m,(A) a, , where oa is the ball B(0, cx) 
in E. The following are equivalent: 
(4 CT” is Hausdorff in the topology rJm), 
(ii) M, is dense in F, 
(iii) On (5 * the r,(m)-topology is stronger than the weak*-topology. 
(c) Assume (a*, TJm)) is HausdorfJ. Then (u*, T&m)) is compact if and 
only if TR(m) = weak* on u*. 
(4 !f (u*> T,) is a Hausdorfjc space, then the following conditions are equi- 
valent : 
(i) (a+, T&m)) is Hausdorfl, 
(ii) Q, = {n E Q,: sv(ml*a , .) = 0 implies sv(nyt, , .) = 0}, 
(iii) On u * the rJm)-topology is stronger than the wk*-topology. 
Proof. To prove part (a) let us suppose that m is v.s.r., let {B,} be a sequence 
of disjoint sets in L&Y’, and let B = lJT=r B, . Putting A, = B - uFz1 Bi , then 
sv(m, , -4,) --+ 0 for any (Y > 0 and sv(m,., , A,) --f 0 for y* E CT*. In addition 
and v(m,., , A,) < 4s1zj(myS3, , A,). Thus 
iz 1~ m&B) - i m&B,) 11 = o. 
i=l 
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It follows that m,,,(B) = xrz, ml*Lu(Bi), for any y* E u* and any E > 0. Thus 
(i) implies (ii). 
To show that (ii) implies (iii) let us suppose rnVea is countably additive for any 
y* E u* and any 01 > 0. For any sequence {B,) of disjoint sets in 2? and any 
e E E, 
and 
Using this we may show, as above, that 
for ally* E u* (with A,< = Us=, B, - Uzzl B,). Since my*, is countably additive, 
one can shovv that v(m li is countably additive (see [II, p. 35, proof of 
Property 9 of the \ariatkij) )S. ’ . .o 
v(m,*, , A,;) = v 
t 
m,,, , g1 Bn) - Ii1 vh*m 9 &a). 
It follows that lim,,, 7;‘(rnV*&, A,) = 0. Since ~v(m~~~ , Ak) < z(rn,,*, , A& 
then s~(rn~*, , .) is right continuous at the sequence {A,}. It follows that sv(m, , .) 
is also right continuous at {A,) and so j/ myea (lJz=r B,) - &, my*,(B,)II 
converges to 0, uniformly for y* E u*. Hence 
and the implication is shown. 
To show that (iii) implies (i) let us suppose mrr is countably additive for any 
OL > 0. Then v(m, , -) is countably additive. Let (A,) be a sequence of sets in .@ 
such that (A,) 1 J+ Put B, = A, - A,-, . This gives 
i-l 
(J B, = A, - Ai 
n=1 
and gBi=A,. 
Since n(m, , A,) < cc, then 
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From the inequality sv(m, , A,) ,< z(m, , ,4,) it follows that ~r~(i(m, , A,) 4 0 
for any a > 0. Hence m is v.s.r. 
To prove (i) impZies (ii) of part (b) let us suppose that (a*, T%(m)) is Hausdorff 
and let y ~F!cl MN . By the Hahn-Banach Theorem (see [12, p. 64, Corollary 
11.3.131) there is x EF* such that 
(y, z\ = 1 and (x, z) = 0 if x E M, . 
Take a scalar X such that ~ h / 5; l/ii z ]I , and consider y* = Xz. Then y* E u*, 
y* :,J. 0 and /x, y*) = 0 for all s E j%Z, For any iz E 5?, 
p”,,Jy”) -:= sv(m,,, , A) 
= sup{!! L’m,,,(Ai) e, 11: Aj disjoint sets in &? contained in A; ei E 0,) 
-= sup ~i(Zm,(Ai) ei , ?;*‘>I! . 
Since Zin,(Ai) + E M, , then (Zin,(A,) ej , y*) = 0. It follows that 
fJan,,A(Y*) = 0, fory* EC*, y* f 0, and A ~g. 
Thus, CJ * is not Hausdorff in the topology ~~(rn). This is a contradiction. 
For (ii) implies (iii) let us suppose cl M, = F. To prove that the topology 
T>(m) is stronger than the wk*-topology, it is sufficient to prove that ify* E U* is a 
limit of a generalized sequence {yn*) in the topology T,(m), it is also a limit of 
that sequence in the wk*-topology; i.e., for every E > 0 and every y EF there 
exists a0 such that n 2 n, implies 
i(y, y*‘, - (y, y,“)’ < E. 
An element of Ma is a linear combination ~~=‘=, hima ef with ei E o’oi . Since 
F = cl ML , then given E > 0 and y EF, there is an element of M, close to y, 
that is, 
// i X,m,(A,) ei - y /I < ~,i4. 
‘1 i-1 
(1) 
Taking the neighborhood T; = Vi n Vz CI ... n V, of y*, where V, = 
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{ z E u*: &.,Jy* ~ z) < (~/2k) j & i} we can show that there exists no such that 
for n > n, one has 
From (1) and from 
it follows that 
(3) 
(since y* and yn* belong to u*). The equality 
together with (2) and (3) gives 
For (iii) implying (i) let us suppose (u*, am) > (o*, wk*). Let (yb*j be a 
generalized sequence in U* and assume yn* ---f y* E u* in the topology To(m). 
Since TX(m) > wk*, then y* is also a limit of (yn*) in the wk*-topology. Since 
(u’, wk*) is Hausdorff, theny* is unique. It follows that (a*, T&m)) is a Hausdorff 
space. 
For part (c) let us suppose (u*, T&m)) is compact. Consider the identity 
mapping l,*: (a*, T,(m)) -+ (u”, wk*). Since (a*, T=(m)) is Hausdorff, then 
TJrn) > wk*. It follows that l,, is continuous. Now consider 1;:: (u”, wk*) ---t 
co*, TJm)). Let C be a closed subset of (u*, Ta(m)). Since (uX, T=(m)) is compact, 
then C is compact. It follows that l,,(C) is compact in (a*, wk*). Thus, l,,,(C) 
is closed in the Hausdorff space (u*, wk*). Hence, 1;: is continuous, i.c., I,?, is a 
homeomorphism. This shows that (a*, TR(m)) = (u*, wk*). 
Conversely, if (u*, 7Jrn)) 1 (a*, wk*), then (u*, T,(m)) is compact by the 
Alaoglu theorem. 
Finally, for part (d) we note that (i) implies (iii) is shown in part (b). For (iii) 
implies (ii) let us suppose (u*, 7,(m)) 2 (u*, wk*). Let n be an arbitrary element 
of Q0 and let y* be an element of F* such that sv(m,,, , .) = 0. F~I- -4 t .9 let 
(Ai& be a finite sequence of disjoint sets of 9’ contained in -4 and let (&)F-, 
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be a finite sequence in oa. Since Q-~(W) YZ wk*, then F is equal to the closure of 
the linear span of lJscJ m(B) 0, (part (b)). So, there exist scalars A, , A,’ E g, 
and e,<’ E G’, (K =- l,..., p) such that 
~~ i n,(A,) ei - f h,m,(A,‘) ek’ 11 --: 6 
i.=l I;=1 
for an arbitrary E ,> 0. For any y, y’ t F, 
I(Y,y*jl < I(y’,y:“>I T icy - Y’,y*)l 
s; I(y’, y*)l .f j/ v - y' Ij I) Y* iJ . a 
It follows that 
One can write 
Since SZ)(P+~ , *) = 0 as asserted, then 
Hence, 
j (f %(A?.) ei ’ y*) 1 < c”y* I’. 
iIl 
Therefore, / Cy=, Q~(AJ ei ) = 0 for any 11, any finite sequence of sets Ai E B!, 
and any sequence (ei) in U, . It follows that sv(n,,, , A) =: 0. 
For (ii) implies (i) let us suppose 7,477~) is not Hausdorff. Then there is y* E D* 
with y* f 0 and P~,~(Y*) == 0 for all A ~3, i.e., m(rnyea, .) = 0. By assump- 
tion, ~0(f+, , .) = 0 for all n EQ, , i.e., &JY*) = 0 for all mEQ, and all 
A E ~$3’. Hence, (a*, 7,) would not be Hausdorff. 
We may now relate this to our Hammerstein operators. But first we need 
LEMMA 21. A Hammerstein operator T: J&(B) + F is compact if and only 
if its adjoint mapsgeneralized sequences which converge in (Fl*, wk*) into generalized 
sequences which converge in the topoloCry of HP(J&(SY)). 
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Proof. Let T be a Hammerstein operator from &$(a) into F. Since the 
adjoint T* of T maps F* into HP(&&(a)) so that 
(T*y*)f = (T(f), r”:j, y* EF*, ft A&@). 
Let B, be the ball B(0, a) in .,a”e,(&J). T(B,) . 1s a subspace of a Banach space; then 
it is isometric to a bounded subset of C(F,*), where F,* has the weak*-topology 
(see [12, p. 424, proof of Corollary V.4.41). 
Suppose that if (y,, *) --t I’* E Fl * in the weak*-topology, then (T*yvl*) 
converges to T*y* in the topology of HP(J&(&~)); i.e., for every E > 0 there 
exists an index n, such that n > n, implies 
~j T*y* - T*y,* I’,, < E. 
It follows that I( T(f), y* j - (T(f), ynr> 1 < E for alIfE B, , i.e., (T(f), yn*; -+ 
(T(f), y*) uniformly forfE B, . As stated above, T(B,) can be identified with a 
bounded subset K of C(F,*); th us, T(B,) is equicontinuous. By the Alaoglu 
theorem, (Fl*, wk*) is compact; therefore, T(B,) is relatively compact by the 
Arzehi-Ascoli theorem. Hence, T is a compact operator. 
Conversely, suppose T is a compact operator. Then T(B,) is relatively 
compact. It follows from the Arzela-Ascoli theorem that T(B,), considered as a 
subset of C(u*), is bounded and equicontinuous. Thus, if (Y,,~*) is a generalized 
sequence in (a*, wk*) which converges to y* E o*, then (T(f), y,*) converges 
to (T(f), y*) uniformly forfE B, . It follows that II T*y* - T*y,* I’0 converges 
to 0; i.e., T*y,* + T*y* in the topology of HP(.&&(%)). 
THEOREM 22. Let T: A!&@) +F be a Hammerstein operator and let m be its 
representing measure in N,[a, U(E, F)]. iZssume (Fl*, TJm)) is Hausdorflfor any 
oi > 0. Then T is compact if and only if (F 1*, T,(m)) is compact for any a > 0. 
Proof. Suppose T is compact. Let (yn*) b e a generalized sequence in Fl;* 
which converges to y* E o* in the wk*-topology. By Lemma 21, the sequence 
(T*y,*) converges to T*y* in the topology of HP(J&(W)). It follows that 
<T(f ), y,*? - <T(f )z y*> uniformly for f E B, The equality 
PTn,/l(Y* - VT%*) = SZ’.(nqy*--y,*)n, A) 
= su~WYf), Y*> - (T(f), in *)I: f = Zx,,e, in B,; Ai disjoint 
sets of B contained in A} 
shows that pE1,Jy* - y,*) + 0. Hence, yn* ---f y* in the topology T,(m). This 
proves that wk* 2 T&(m). Since (o*, Ta(m)) is Hausdorff, then Ta(m) > wk* 
(Proposition 20(b)). Therefore, T&(m) = wk* on F,*. Hence, (F,*, 7-,(m)) is 
compact. 
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Conversely, suppose (FI*), 7&(m)) IS compact. By Proposition 20(c), I, = 
wk” on F,*. Let (m*) be a generalized sequence in F,* which converges to 
y* EF~* in the wk*-topology. Then ~,“,,~(y* - yn*) ---f 0 for every A E a. Since 
1, T*y* - T*ypt* !!* : sup{i( T(f), y* - yn*jjLf~ B,) 
then ( T*yn*) converges to T*y* in the topology of HP(J&(~)). By Lemma 21, 
T is a compact operator. 
We note here that it is easy to show that P:,~ is a seminorm on the dual F*. 
Consequently let ~,(m, B) be the locally convex topology generated by a single 
semmorm P:,~ , 7=(m) be the topology generated by {P:~.~: A E a}, and 7, be 
the topology generated by (P:~,~: /I E 9, m E Q,). Following [3, 171, one could 
define the boundary p(Q,) of Sr, to be the set of all ~p1 E Q, such that if A E -3, 
then there is y* E (r* verifying the equalit! 
=(m,*, A) = sv(m, , A). 
Corresponding results on p(Q,J may also be obtained. 
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